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Originally it was “Giuseppe Patti e Figli”, a small business started in a room under the house, 
whose symbolic anvil in the Lumezzane plant bears the memory of its countless blows. 

Itap was founded in 1972, thanks to the will and foresight of the six Patti brothers.

With a lot of hard work and an eye to innovation and avant-garde, the Patti brothers began to 
enlarge the spaces and to produce valves and heating components by making studies, projects 
and patents.
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At the beginning of the 70’s Itap had only 5 transfer machines of the brand “Picchi” 
to which, in the early 80’s, were added another 5 of the brand “Gnutti”.

In 1986 came the turning point: the company purchased a revolutionary transfer 
machine that Gnutti presented at the Hannover Fair that same year.
It was an innovative machine, with the first video panels, numerical control programs, 
equipped with automations and a semi-automatic loading system. 

It was a real test bench: Itap, using it in production, detected the normal problems of 
such a new instrument, Gnutti fixed them and corrected them.

From this synergy was born the close relationship between the two companies that 
still lasts today:
Since 1986, Itap purchased more and more new transfers every year and the way of 
working began to change from manual to automatic.
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The early ‘90s marked the beginning of a continuous 
evolution of these machines that saw them update 
and improve with the development of:

• automations 
• automatic loading
• advanced tooling and operation programs
• cycle time increase
• protections 
• robots
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In the same period, Itap began to purchase machines that over the years became more and more automatic, 
powerful and with innovative programs: “Masat” brand for valves assembly and “Sala” and “Schutte” 
for balls machining.
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HOW WAS A VALVE MADE IN THE PAST?

The first transfers were mechanical and pneumatic, without any automation: machining was carried out 
by the machine (cuts, holes, threads...), but the operator had to manually adjust units and tools.
The units and tools themselves were mostly made in the mechanical department, as those supplied with 
the machines were not sufficient to satisfy the production line.

The balls were also machined manually:
holes and cuts were made by a transfer machine and diamond cutting by a single spindle, but even in 
this case adjustments of units and tools were made by hand by the operator.

Moreover, there were no automatic loaders, the pieces were loaded into the machine and removed at the 
end of the working process by hand.

In the 70’s Itap did not have any machine for the assembly of valves: this kind of work was carried out 
by a “human chain”, where each person had specific tools and equipment (made in mechanics) to manually 
do their part of the assembly phase, until a complete valve was obtained.

DID YOU KNOW THAT...?

The turning of Europa and York 
valves was performed on a lathe that 
was always modified in mechanics  
department according to the 
machining needs.

The first diamonds used for 
diamond-plating were synthetic, but 
they left the spheres not very shiny. 
To overcome this problem, natural 
diamonds were used.

Itap’s heating line saw the light in the 
early 2000s.
• 2004: first brass manifolds
• 2005: first thermostatic valves
• 2006: first pre-assembled manifolds
• 2013: first stainless steel manifolds
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